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Subscription Television 

by Mark Nadel 

Subscription Television (STV) 1s a pay TV broadcast 

service. Scrambled programming is transmitted over conven-

tional VHF and UHF or the new LPTV television channels 

and viewed by those subscribers with a decoder device to 

unscramble the signal. Although the STV industry experienced 

consistent growth from 1977 till mid-1982, the tide quickly 

turned in mid-1982 and with the recent exit of some of the 

lai:-ger operators the future of the industry is in doubt. 

I. llI STORY _1_/ 

The first formal proposal for a subscription television 

service was m;,de in 1949 when the Zenith Radio Corp. sought 

authorization for a new service called Phonevision. II The 

service operated by broadcusting scrambled progrumming over 

the uir and then cending the signal for unscrambling the 

picture to paid subscribers over phone lines. l/ In 1952, 

ilfter som<c experimentation, j_l Zenith sought FCC approval for 

commercial development. and when additional petitions from 

manufacturers and other potential participants in the industry 

followed, ~/ the Commission init.iilted a rulemaking to determine 

whether the service was in the public interest. _§_/ 

After two years o( study the agency asserted sL:itutory 

power to aL1thorize S1'V, and after receiving the additional 

information it requested 7/ 1.t announced preliminary conditions 

for trials. _§_/ When Congress expressed interest in dealing 

with STV itself, however, the FCC deferred further action to permit 

Congress to act. _ _2/ When legisL:ition was not forthcoming .lQ/ 
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the Commission proceeded by issuing a modified final 

sel. of conditions. ]J/ 

On June 22, 1960 RKO General's W!lCT-TV of Hartford filed 

the first applicution fur the service and after a ':,-day en 

bane hectring it was granted on Feb. 23, 1961. J.1/ Despite a 

lengthy court challenge, 13/ broadcasting began in June 

1962 L4/ and by 1965, Zenith was back at the Commission, 

armed with the results of this "Hartford Experiment," 

seeking the establishment ot permanent nationwide service. 

The FCC beyan reviewing the issue, ~/ and basGd on a 

preliminacy staff report 16/ decided to act positively. 

After some jockeying with Congress, _!.l/ it issued its 1968 

rules for nationwide STV service. ~/ 

The regulations, however, were structured to protect the 

viability and availability of conventional programming and 

were therefore quite restrictive. ,1.9/ They included rules 

rest,icting entry to one station per community, _2_0/ and then 

only in communities served by 4 other broadcasters. -~-~/ 

Regulations ulso limited the content of programming, 22/ to 

prevent the siphoning of films and sports from free TV. ]_3/ 

The first commercial STV operator began broadcasting in 

March 1977 24/ and by 1979 Oak Industries' armua] report boasted 

that its ON TV joint venture with ,Jerry Perenchio's Chartwell 

Communications was providing 225 1 000 Los Angeles subscribers 

with a specia,lly tailored combination of exclusivG local 

sporting events, movies, specials and theatrical productions. 

The results were "so successful " that Oak predicted that 

STV was "cln ideal medium for bringing quality programming 

into cities not yet cabled or where cable is not viable." ±21 
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Nevertheless, a 1979 STV Report to the FCC's Network 

Inquiry Project, pointed out that "The best conclusion to be 

drawn from oill the material which purports to describe the 

future of STV is that no one really knows what will happen. "1&./ 

STV was only one of a number of pay TV distributors. It 

was generally assumed that STV would have great difficulty 

entering a market that was already served by cable, but its 

big competitive advantage over cable was the speed with 

wh1ch it could enter and blanket a market, ,ma its lowor 

capit<ll cost. 

Many investors believed that it could maintain a viable 

presence in a market if it entered first, and their confidence 

was substantially bolstered by the results in Los i\ngeles. 

As a 1982 National Cable Television Ass'n commissioned 

study of the L.A. market showed, when cable entered after 

STV was already entrenched, the latter maintained a 17.3 

percent penetration level. fl/ 

A March 1980 National Ass'n of Broadcusters (NAB) commission

ed study thus concluded that "in ;,11 likelihood, STV will 

be uvail;,hle in all of the top-SO markets, except those 

with excessively high CATV penetration, within the next ten 

ye,irs." ~/ By mid-1981 several compunies even began 

exploring the possibility of multiple tier S'l'V 12/ and O;,k 

pointed with pride to ils Chicago sti:ition which was alre;;idy 

earning a profit ;,fter 8 months; 52% of its subscribers 

paid $15 to see the Sugar Ray Leonard-Tommy Hearns boxing 

match. 1Qj 
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There was also good news on the regulatory front. After 

the 1977 D.C. Court of Appeals decision in FCC v. HBO 

repealed the content rules which applied to pay-cable, the 

FCC repealed the comparable rules which applied to STV Bl 

and by 1982 all of the other restrictive STV rules had also 

been deleted. fl/ The only remaining restrictions are technical 

standards. 

Yet there was soma cause for caution. Chartwell dropped 

plans to launch STV in New Jersey that year and Golden West 

began casing its way out of the industry. 111 Browne, 

llort,. & Coddington refused to recommend STV to any of their 

clients, Paul Bortz believed that it just wasn't a solid 

business, priced too high for what it could deliver. W 

The boom ended in 1982. 

'l.'he industry's subscriber gains slowed to a crawl and 

even began declining in the 4th quarter. By 1983 stations 

were being closed down throughout the nation. United Cable 

exited from from Chicago, Cincinnati-Dayton and Minneapolis, 

Oak exited from Phoenix and Dallas Fort-Worth; Time, Inc. 

from CleveLrnd and others from Detroit, St. Louis, and 

lloston. 35/ 

Between January and September 1 983, the numbei:- of STV 

subscribers decli.ned by 325% to 918,000. _3_~_0_/ Meanwhile 

two of the major STV operqtors are repositioning themselves 
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as multimedia programming networks. Having moved to satellite 

delivery, SelecTV and ONTV seem eager to distribute to SMATV, MOS, and 

LPTV operators as well as STV stations. 

As for STV itself, one commentator has noted that once 

fixed costs have been amortized operators will be in a 

position to cut prices down to approach variable cost levels 

36/, but so far this has not occurred. 

STATISTICAL HISTORY 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 Sept. 1983 
------------------+--------+--------+-------+---------+-----------+----------

Subscribers 
(thousands) 5 59 260 520 1,082 1,747 918 

Penetration of 
TV Households ( 'l,) 0 . l 0.5 7.0 7.4 7.5 l.l 

Penetration of 
Homes Passed I :t l 3.7 3.9 3. 9 4.3 4.7 5. I 

Estimated revenues 32 86 160 288 3U6 
(millions) 

The MOS Databook 13 {Paul Kagan Associates Oct. 1982); Non-cable Pay TV Service 61, 
62 (Int'l Resource Development, Inc., March 1983); Howard & Carroll, Subscription 
Television 83 (1980), 
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II. The Industry Structure and Regulations 

The S'l'V industry consists of two milin groups. Pirst 

there are the broadcast licensees who transmit the signals. 

They must have broadcast licenses from the FCC for VHF, UHF, 

or LPTV service and are subject to the Commission's broadcast 

rules on multiple station ownership 11_/, media cross

ownership, 38/ and foreign ownership. 39/ It is unlikely 

that any VHF licenses will operate as S'l'V stations but many 

of the new LPTV licensees are likely to join the present 

traditional OHF broadcasters. The only thing a broadcaster 

requires to commence STV operations is FCC approval and 

encoding equipment. 

The second part of the industry is comprised of the 

fcanchisee/marketers. They secure the rights to programming, 

lease time from stations, and market the service to households 

in the station's .service area. Oak's ON TV and AST's 

SelecTV dominate this segment of the industry and now that 

both have switched to satellite distribution of portions of 

their programming they are exploring the opportunities for 

distributing to SMATV and MDS operators. :l.~/ 

Along these lines, United Cable's Home Entertainment 

Network designed a two-channel service in Minneapolis. It 

hopes to contract for exclusive sports programming wtnch it 

can distribute over its own STV station as well as area 

cable systems. _'.!_1/ 



III. Relevant issues 

A, Marketing 
1. Churn 

The 1980 NAB $TV study dSSUmed u 15% annual churn 

(turnover of subscribers), based on the rate experienced 

by local telephone companies and a predicted $50 installation charge. 

j_:!_I In fact, the iH;tual churn rate is running at 5-6% per 

month 43/ and as high as 10%. i.i/ Installation charges are 

only $20-40. ~/ 

Some pay-TV experts believe that churn could be decreased 

significantly by making even minor improvements in the 

quality of the programming. lRD reports that "One executive 

re"soned that spending $600,000 more per year on programming 

in a 100,000-subscriber system could reduce a seven percent 

churr1 by two percent, perhups saving as much "s $4 million 

annually." ,'.1_6_/ Still, S'l'V progr,am buyers ON TV ,ind SelecTV 

have cut back on the price they are payinq for programming. 

!~/ 

2. Break Even 

The higher churn rate and the resulting lower yield on 

marketing expenses appears to have significantly increased 

the break even subscriber level. The 1980 NAB study 

estimated the break even levels in the 33-37,000 range for 

markets with less than 2 mi.llion households _4_~/ but by 1983 

Paul Kagan's Pay TV Newsletter, observed that fixed costs 

for STV had risen 50 percent from 1981 and the breakcven 

level was pegged at 65,502. 
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3. Marketing Expenditures 

The NAB study based its advertising marketing 

expenditure projections on those at an equilibrium level 

although recognized that "high expenditures are incurred in the 

initial stages of operation to introduce a new service." 49/ 

Noting that in 1978, 16% of gross expenditures for U!IF were 

for sales while cable companies devoted an average of 

12.87% of operating expenses to selling, general and 

ddministrative expenses, it assumed that STV operators' 

would spend 7% of revenues on marketing. These projections 

mlght have been reasonable for the long run, but the model 

was not appropriate for the early years when much larger 

marketing expenditures were required. When STV operators 

proved reluctant to 111ake the larger initial expenditures 

i_g_/, they may havo lost the chance of ever reaching the 

equilibrium levels of the model. 

4. Bad debt 

Bad debt losses for STV have also added to the problem. 

For two East Coast STY systems, bad debt represented 8 and 

12 percent of total 1982 revenues, 51/ and !RD expects 

them "to continue for the foreseeable future due to the fact 

that many of the STV customers were alienated during STV's 

period of high growth." 52/ In fact the significant 

purging of non-paying customers by STY operators 21:I is 

one reason for the decline in reported STY subscriber 

figures. 



The eagerness of operators to sign up large numbers of 

subscribers also led to laxity of proper credit checks and 

this is blamed for the high incidence of late or non-payment. 

B. Equipment/Cost of Servicing 

The author of the 1979 FCC Report reported that "Discussion 

[sic] with Commission engineers and other personnel, and with 

industry sources have failed to disclose significant problems 

in the design of any of the approved systems ... the 'bugs' 

in production and installation are clearly disappearing as 

the industry gains experience."~/ Yet the equipment 

has proved more difficult to deal with than expected. 

The equipment design of the STY system in Cleveland made 

it impossible for its addressable computer 5ystem to be used 

by its staff to identify paying customers. 5b/ In 

addition, the cost of repeated service calls for repairs has 

been higher than expected 56/ and some operators 

feel that operation costs in general, including staff 

training have been underestimated. 57/ According to 

David Wicks of A.G. Becker, "The costs of getting to the 

consumer were absolutely misprojected." 58/ 
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C. Piracy 

STY signals are protected by federal law against unautho

rized interception, but the cost of policing the industry is 

very high. Equipment manufacturers have estimated that there 

were ''tens of thousands" of pirate decoders in use 59/ and 

the STY Association estimated the piracy rate at 15% in 7982. 

60/ And now that the FCC has legalized the sale 

of decoders by repealing the requirement that all decoders 

be leased, it is feared that piracy will increase. 

The current technology utilizes digital codes to keep out 

unauthorized users, but pirates are still able to circumvent 

the codes. It seems that the problem will not be solved 

until a new technology is introduced. 61/ 

[). Mad;eting Potential 

The efforts of STV operators to attract new subscribers 

with low priced installation charges have generally been 

abandoned in favor of a strategy aimed at th~ program 

product itself. 62/ The high cost of installation ($40+) 

and the low profitability potential of price oriented 

subscribers have pushed operators to emphasizQ the high 

value of their product with the use of, for example, classy 

program guides. 63/ 
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Marketing experts have advised operators to stress their 

uniqueness by establishing programs with a product especially 

suited to local taste. 64/ 

l. Pay Per View (PPV) 

One advantage that STV has had over cable is that the 

great majority of STV systems are addressable. When the 

Sugar Ray Leonard - Thomas Hearns Sept. 16, 1931 fight 

was offered to pay-TV, 75'l of the existing STV Systems could 

charge customers $19 to see the match without having to make 

service calls while non-addressable systems like most 

cable operators required the use of special signal traps. 

65/ This was particularly important since some systems 

reportedly received 15 percent of their orders fn the 3 

hours immediately preceding the broadcast. 66/ Although the 

10 STY systems that carried the fight reported approximately 

50-60 percent penetration figures, PPV also caused a problem 

by preempting regular STV service to non-PPV buyers. This 

has created some reluctance towards future commitments to 

PPV by STV. 67/ Thus subsequent pay-per-view experiences 

have been mixed. The June 1982 Cooney-Holmes fight attracted 

an estimated 40% of STV homes where it was heavily promoted; 

Star Wars achieved a 30% rate in Sept. 7982 (as opposed to 

5:t on cable). 68/ In November 7982 "Sophisticated Ladies" 

reached barely 10% and the Oecember 1982 ''Who" concert 

achieved only 11% STV penetration. 
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2. Multichannel STV 

After the repeal of the STV "one to a community rule" 

multichannel STV became a possibility, yet the FCC's failure 

to require decoder compatibility and the industry's failure 

to come to some consensus has resulted in only single 

channel STV. In 1978 Blonder-'l.'ongue predicted that it could 

make a decoder which would receive and decode two separate 

ll-T encoded signals for only "a few dollars more" than the 

current price, 69L and the 1982 BBC study revealed that 

"more than 60 percent of STV respondents are at least 

somewhat in favor of three channel STV, even at a price 

about double the existing level." ]!}_/ Many companies even 

installed decoders with multichannel capacity in subscriber 

homes and located transmission faciliti.es to facilitate 

multichannel broadcasting, but to no avail. 2J./ STV operators 

have chosen to fight against each other rather than coordinate 

marketing. In Dallas, for example, 3 STV op0rators battled 

to the death. As Paul Bortz notes, "There was a real 

missed opportunity in Dallas. 

viable alternative." ]ii 

Joint ownership was the only 

Efforts to establish multichannel STV service may now be 

too late. S'l'V's traditional lenders do not appear cager to 

inv0st in an apparently losing technology. According to 

David Wicks, bankei:s are now "won:ied." 1)/ 
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3. Adult Programming 

STV operators have enjoyed very high profits for adult 

movie programming. Programming which costs them 40 to 50 

cents is being marketed as an adult tier at $4.95 to $5.95 

retail . .2.i/ Systems adding adult tiers have seen their 

penetration rates rise from 40 to 90 percent. It appears 

that consumers have strong appetite for "medium-R" 
1 

"hard-R" 

and even more explicit programs of this type. J.2/ Whether 

cable, or other competitors will desire and be permitted to 

offer such programming also remains to he seen. 

Vl. Assessments of Other Studies (Excerpts Follow) 

A. Ni\B 

In April 1980, Professors Herbert Howard and Sidney 

Carroll of the llniversity of 'l'ennesse published Sub'!cription 

Te.~evision: l_lis_tory, Current Status, and Economic Projections, 

a reseilrch study for the National Association of Broadcasters. 

After presenting a detailed history of tho industry and its 

current status, the study developed an economic model to 

explore possible industry scenarios. 

Although STV stations were required to offer 28 hours of 

free programming at the time o( the study, the model did not 

consider the non-STV of a station's business. It was also 

designed only to examine the STV operations of the franchisee 

in an ~quilibrium state. As the authors pointed out: "Th0 

question to be answered is: Under what conditions will an 

STV operation break even in the long run." ]!ii 
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The model, it should be noted, treated the subscriber 

penetration rato as an independent (exogenous) variable, 

although an adjustment factor allowed cable television 

effect on penetration to be accounted for. 

The study concluded on an optimistic note, observing that 

Paul Kagan's Pay TV Newsletter predicted 45 STV stations 

would be broadcasting to 3.2 million subscribers nationally 

by 1985 and that industry executives supported the "rosy" 

outlook. 77/ It cautioned STV advodates that "It is 

virtually certain that, all things being equal, cable will 

emerge as the strongest vehicle for pay television because 

of its multiplicity of channels ... " 78/ but went on to 

predict that "ln the long-run, it would appear thctt both pay 

cable and over-ttie-air STY nave a promising futurf' ... " J_J_/, 

noting that "Timing appears to be the single most important 

factor in the development of pay tf'lovision at this point." 

81}/ "In all likelihood," they expected "STY [would] 

be available in all of the top-51} markets, except those with 

excessivf'1y high CATV penetration, within tbe next ton 

years." 81/ 

B. NCTA 

The March 1982 ~rowne, Bortz & Coddington report was 

commissioned by the ~ational Cable Television Association to 

support the argumf'nt that cable television faced competition 

from other technologies. The NCTA sought to avoid regulation 

by refuting the suggestion that cable enjoyed a monopoly 

position. Hie L.A. marKet was apparently chosen because it 

was STV's strongest in the country. 82/ In fact, Oak's 

ON-TV gainf'd such a large audience {it is the industry's 
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most popular station) that it was able to puYchase exclusive 

sports programming from the L.A. Dodgers, and both ON-TV and 

SelecTV earned enough revenues to support very strong media 

advertising companies. In 1982 more than 93% of [,.A. audience 

had heard of STV through the mass media, as opposed to less 

than 89% in even the mature cable TV market._§]_/ It is not 

surprising that the retention rates for STV operators in 

L.A. have not been equaled in any other city. 

C. IRD 

A March 1983 International Resource Development, Inc. 

study of Non-Cable Tedmologies by CSP lntern<1tional came 

out ve,:y strongly against STV, finding tha.t "STV is not a 

real competitor to cable." _lH_I It claimed that "The business 

was understood to be one th,:it would matui:-e very rapidly 

-- one designed to fill the window befocc cable systems were 

. ,, I built. §5 Observing that the rapid growth of subscribers 

created unexpected hack office paperwork in 1980-81, 1t 

found that "most systems alienated subscrihers during 

this period ... " ~/ 

The study pointed out that the BBC/NCTA study of S'l'V 

was not representative of STV st<1tions in general, but 

rather u very special c-ase. 'E_J_/ With high churn (customer 

turnoveT) rates of 5-6%/month IRD found t.hat many STV sub

scribers leave well before the 18-22 months that are 

required for them to break even. ~/ The study reports 

that "The dominant financial picture for the v<1st majority 
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ot STV systems is substantial cash loss -- averaging $5 

million a year ln 1982 for several sizable stations." 89/ 

"STV is an industry that was overpromoted and undermanaged. 

It will mature and decline without even being close to 

profitability on a nationwide scale." 90/ 

The study singled out the problems with high churn, and 

the resulting higher marketi.ng costs, piracy, the recession 

and technical difficulties, discussed above, as the causes 

of STV's disappointing performance, 2._1_/ 
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1/ For a detailed history of STV, see H. Howard am! S. Carroll, 
SuDscription Television: History, Current Status, ,ind Economic 
Projections 6-51 (1980) (prepared for the Nat'1 Ass'n of eroad
casters) [hereinafter NAB study]. 

2/ Proposijls for subscription broadcast systems are said to date 
froin as early as 1931 when Eugene F. MacDonald, founder of the Zenith 
Radio Corporation, proposed such a system for radio. fie subsequently 
pioneered the development of STV at Zenith in the 1940s. V. MOSCO, 
BROADCASTING IN THE UNITED STATES 105, 107 (1979]. 

3/ See Notice of Rule Making, 20 Fed. Reg. 988 !Feb. 16, 1955). 

4/ Experimentation was limited to the showing of movies that had 
beell released for more than 2 years. V. MOSCO, supra note 2, at 107. 

5/ Experimental authorizations for STV were granted to Zenith, 
as Well as Skiatron TV, Inc. for "Subscriber-Vision" (which utilized 
punch cards for billing purposes) and International Telemeter Carp's 
"Telemeter" {which utilized a coinbox for billing). 20 Fed.Reg. 988. 

6/ lbid. 

7/ Ibid. See Further Notice of Inquiry, 22 Fed. Reg. 3758 {May 
29,-1957). 

8/ First Report and Order, 23 F.C.C. 532 (1957). 

9/ 
This 
SJ V . 

Sec ~econd Report and Order, 16 RAD. REG. (P&f) 1539 (1958). 
came in response to a House Commerce Committee resolution opposing 
V. MOSCO, supra note 2, at 109. 

.!_q/ See Third Report and Order, 26 F.C.C. 265, 265-66 (1959). 

11/ !Did. Congressional pressure did, however, lead the agency 
to "severely curtail the initial test conditions. V.MOSCO, supra 
note 2, at 109. 

12/ See llartford Pilonevision, Co., 30 F.C.C. 301 (1961), aff'd, 
Conriecticut Citizens Against Pay TV v. FCC, 301 F.2d 835 {D.C.Cir. 
1958), cert. den. 371 U.S. 816 (1962), discussed in Further Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking and Notice of Inquiry, 3 F.C.C.2d 1, 2 (1966]. 

13/ Id. Jn another attempt to block STV development, a campaign 
w,isWaged in California to prohibit the servic<:'. Although a rQferendum 
was actually passed against it, it was invalidated in the courts. See 
\,leaver v. Jordan. 64 Cal.2d 235 (1965). See V. MOSCO, supra note 2, 
at 110. 

14/ The initial 3-year tri,il application was later extended 
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